
 

Teacher: Teresa Rogers    Class: G/T     Date: February 10-11, 2020 
Critical Thinking-CT 

 Analysis 

 Synthesis 

 Evaluation 

 Logical Reason 

 Inference/ 

 Decision  
Grade: 4-6/ Grade 2 

Creative Thinking CRT 

 Fluency 

 Flexibility 

 Originality 

 Elaboration 

 Risk-Taking 
 

Grade 4 

Problem Solving –PS 

 Creative Problem Solving 
Scientific Problem Solving 

 STEM                  
 

 
 

Grade: 4-6 

Independent Study-I  

 Questioning for Research 

 Gathering Info 

 Organizing  
 
 

 
Grade: 4-6 

Personal Growth-P 

 Coping skills 

 Interpersonal 
Relationships 

 Self-Concept 
 
 

Grade: 4-6 

Communication Skills-CM 

 Verbal 

 Non-verbal 

 Written Communication 

 Listening Skills 
 

 
Grade: 4-6 

Monday   Tuesday 
7:55-8:30- PLANNING PERIOS / Prepare lessons – GET I-Pads for Robotics  

8:40-11:30-5th Grade GT / Recess Break- 10:15-10:35 
Students will complete Destination Imagination Challenge to build problem-
solving and critical thinking skills. (Crawling) 
 
Students will continue constructing NXT robotics and build coding skills by 
programming robot while increasing STEM and problem solving skills.  
   .  Complete computer programming and build algorithm to code brick for 
programming.  
   . Work on display with visuals for presentation to explain the engineering 
process and engineering notebook.  
   . Challenge- Complete “Trash” task and start mine task.  
 
If time permits, complete Hands on Equations to find the value of “x”.  

8:40-11:30- 6th Grade GT / Recess Break -10:15-10:35  

Students will complete Destination Imagination Challenge to build problem-solving and 
critical thinking skills. (Move it)  
 
Students will continue to work on constructing robot from EV3 robotics components, 
while increasing STEM skills.  
. Robotic dog- Task: Develop a response when dog sees a cat.   
. Robotic arm- Task: Develop a chain reaction when arm drops ball down chute.  
Practice building algorithm code to program robot using blocks. 
Complete 3 engineering notebook and practice presentation.  
 
 
If time permits, complete Hands on Equations to find the value of “x.”  

11:30-12:00 Lunch  

12:00-12:20- GT Coordinator’s Tasks / 12:20-12:30- Prepare for afternoon classes  

12:30-1:00- 1st Grade-Key/ 2nd Grade-Routon  
ROTATION:  
Students will build critical thinking skills as they practice coding skills as the 
program BeeBots and Critters to follow given commands, as well as predict 
its destination. (NEED: Cards and Coding Critters/BeeBots) 
 
Students will build creativity and critical thinking as they build symmetrical 
designs onto LEGO base plates.  

12:30-3:00-4th Grade GT  (NEED:USB “zip” drives)  

Students will complete Destination Imagination Challenge to build problem-solving and 
critical thinking skills. (1-10)  
 
Valentine STEM- Students will explore how buoyant insoluble ink is compared to water 
and play a STEM game. (Need: plate, marker, straws) 
 
Students will continue to build animated story using the coding language SCRATCH that 
includes: writing a narrative with realistic dialogue and story line that portrays a famous 
African-American while building computer science skills. SAVE on zip-drive. 
Complete display to share topic with peers and selected audience. Practice presentation.  
 
If time permits, students will complete Hands-on-Equations to find the value of “x” and 
build critical thinking skills.  
 

1:00-1:30- 1st Grade-Wilson/ 2nd Grade-Wilson  (Same as above) 

1:30-1:45- Prepare for remaining classes  

1:45-2:15- Grade 3- Otterpohl/ Kindergarten- Renfo  
Students will build problem solving skills as they review how to play chess, 
set up the board correctly, and use the pieces correctly to complete a game. 
Students must use the touch rule and voice rule. Focus on pawns in “V” 
shape, controlling the center of the board and getting knights and bishops 
out early.  

2:15-2:45- Grade 3 - Pierce / Kindergarten- Nunn  (Same as above) 

3:05-4:30 – Afterschool Class until 4:30 Monday & Tuesday- Chess or robotics 

 


